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Abstract
Fruitflies have flexible wings that deformduringflight. To explore the fluid-structure interaction of
flexible flappingwings at fruit fly scale, we use awell-validatedNavier–Stokes equation solver, fully-
coupledwith a structural dynamics solver. Effects of chordwise flexibility on a two dimensional
hoveringwing is studied. Resultingwing rotation is purely passive, due to the dynamic balance
between aerodynamic loading, elastic restoring force, and inertial force of thewing.Hover flight is
considered at a Reynolds number ofRe= 100, equivalent to that of fruitflies. The thickness and
density of thewing also corresponds to a fruitflywing. Thewing stiffness andmotion amplitude are
varied to assess their influences on the resulting aerodynamic performance and structural response.
Highest lift coefficient of 3.3 was obtained at the lowest-amplitude, highest-frequencymotion
(reduced frequency of 3.0) at the lowest stiffness (frequency ratio of 0.7) wingwithin the range of the
current study, although the corresponding power requiredwas also the highest. Optimal efficiency
was achieved for a lower reduced frequency of 0.3 and frequency ratio 0.35. Compared to thewater
tunnel scale withwater as the surrounding fluid instead of air, the resulting vortex dynamics and
aerodynamic performance remained similar for the optimal efficiencymotion, while the structural
response varied significantly. Despite these differences, the time-averaged lift scaledwith the
dimensionless shape deformation parameter γ.Moreover, thewing kinematics that resulted in the
optimal efficiencymotionwas closely aligned to the fruitflymeasurements, suggesting that fruitfly
flight aims to conserve energy, rather than to generate large forces.

List of abbreviations and symbols

LE Leading edge of thewing.

TE Trailing edge of thewing.

LEV Leading edge vortex.

TEV Trailing edge vortex.

c Chord (m).

CL Coefficient of lift (1).

CP Coefficient of power
input (1).

E Young’smodulus (Pa).

f Motion frequency (1/s).

f1 First natural frequency of
thewing (1/s).

F Fluid force acting on the
wing per unit length
(Nm–1).

h Plungemotion of the
wing (m).

ha Plunge amplitude (m).

hs Thickness of the
wing (m).

k Reduced frequency,
πfc U/ (1).

p Pressure (Pa).

Re Reynolds number, νUc/
(1).
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St Strouhal number,∼
fh U/a (1).

t Time (s).

U Maximumplunge velo-
city: πfh2 a for hover
(m s–1).

u Velocity (m s–1).

v Wing displacement: v=
w+ h (m).

w Wing displacement rela-
tive to the imposed
motion h (m).

α Passive pitch angle
(degrees).

αa Passive pitch amplitude
(degrees).

αm Mid-stroke passive pitch
angle (degrees).

αe End-of-the-stroke passive
pitch angle (degrees).

φ Phase lag between passive
pitch and plungemotion
(degrees).

Φ Stroke angle (degrees).

γ Non-dimensional relative
shape parameter (1).

η Propulsive efficiency:
C C/L P (1).

Π Kinematic viscosity of the
fluid (m2 s–1).

Π0 Effective inertia:

ρ πh k* *( / )s
2 (1).

Π1 Effective stiffness:

ρEh U*/(12 )s f
2 (1).

ρf Density of the
fluid (kg m−3).

ρs Density of thewing struc-
ture (kg m−3).

ω Vorticity, non-zero com-
ponent of  × u (1 s–1).

(·)* Non-dimensional
variables.

(–) Time-averaged variables.

1. Introduction

Biological fliers showcase spectacular maneuvers with
their flapping wings. For example, a hummingbird
uses wing flexibility and wing-tail combination to
quickly adjust to wind gusts. The wings of biological
fliers are generally flexible and may substantially
deform during flight. As a result, the aerodynamics,

structural dynamics, and flight dynamics of these
biological flyers are closely coupled and nonlinear,
which make a full understanding of the biological
flight challenging [1].

To date, unsteady aerodynamics theories have
been uncovered beyond the steady, stationary wing
theories. Insects may utilize the clap and fling [2]
delayed stall via prolonged leading edge vortices
(LEVs) [3] wake-capture of a wing during the return
stroke [4, 5] and rotational forces due to combined
pitching and plunging [5, 6] to stay aloft. These
unsteady mechanisms are particularly important for
small fliers such as fruit flies, which operate at a Rey-
nolds number Re=Uc/ν around O(102), based on the
mid-stroke velocity U, wing chord length c, and kine-
matic viscosity of air ν.

The Reynolds number for birds such as humming-
bird is Re=O(104), while for smaller insects such as
flies and bees, Re=O(102–103). The wings of these
small insects are flexible and undergo large deforma-
tions [7, 8], similar to bird and bat wings [8, 9], flies
(Diptera) [10, 11], hoverflies [12], locust [13], etc. In
particular, an experimental study [10] reports that a
wing of fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster can undergo
large deformations. A locust and a hawkmoth usewing
deformations [12–14] to enhance the force generation
and efficiency. Furthermore, several studies have sug-
gested that insect wing rotations may be passive
[11, 15] where the resulting rotation is due to a
dynamic balance between the wing inertial force, elas-
tic restoring force, and fluid dynamic force.

Shape adaptation due to wing flexibility can influ-
ence the effective angle of attack, which in turns affects
the aerodynamic outcome. Recent efforts have shown
that wing flexibility can enhance propulsive force gen-
eration, while reducing the power consumption
[e.g. 16–20]. However, our understanding of fluid
physics and the resulting structural dynamics has been
insufficient to explain all the salient features of this
coupled fluid-structure system. For example, the role
of the density ratio on the resulting aeroelasticity is
unclear. Density ratio is defined as ρ* = ρs/ρf, where ρs
is the wing density and ρf is the density of the sur-
rounding fluid. Density ratio is a dimensionless para-
meter that characterizes the fluid-structure interaction
of flexible wings. Air has a density of 1.2 kg m−3 and,
therefore, the density ratio, relevant for natural fliers is
of the order O(103) [17, 21]. A study of aeroelastic
response of insect wings at a low density ratio system,
such as in water with a density of 1.0 × 103 kg m−3 or
mineral oil with 0.88 × 103 kg m−3 is justified as long as
the resulting aeroelasticity matches the actual motion
[22, 23] as illustrated by a rigid wing with ρ* = 1.4 [4],
crane fly [15], and shown by the γ-scaling analysis
[17]. However, the resulting aerodynamic perfor-
mance depends on the density ratio significantly [19],
which poses a challenge in flexible flapping wing
experiments in water or mineral oils as achieving the
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dynamic similarity is challenging with such a dis-
crepancy in the fluid density.

The objective of this study is twofold: first, fluid-
structure interaction of a fruit fly scale wing in hover
with ρ* = 1.0 × 103 is explored. The results will be asses-
sed against the reported results at water tunnel scale
with ρ* = 7.8 that showed intriguing fluid-structure
interaction, resembling those of insects [22]; second,we
test the hypothesis that the wing kinematics and the
properties that result in the optimal efficiency corre-
sponds to those of an actual insect [22]. We consider
the Reynolds number of Re=100, relevant to that of a
fruit fly.We assess the similarities and differences of the
aeroelastic response at both fruit fly and water tunnel
scales. Finally, we show that the motion kinematics and
wing stiffness with the optimal propulsive efficiency at
the fruit fly scale corresponds to the experimental mea-
surements of hovering fruitflies [22, 24].

The interaction between the flow, shape com-
pliance, and unsteady response is nonlinear and intri-
guing at the considered Reynolds number of Re= 100.
At this Reynolds number, the flow is laminar and the
computational accuracy of the used Navier–Stokes
equation solver is satisfactory [25]. The instantaneous
flow field is dynamically synchronized with the dis-
placement field of the wing in a carefully validated,
fully-coupled aeroelastic framework [17].

2.Materials andmethods

2.1. Case setup and governing equations
Flies have intriguingly complex wing structure and
wing motions. The wings are three-dimensional and
highly anisotropic with diverse vein structures (see
figure 1(A)). The wing thickness varies across span
and chord. Moreover, the wing motion is three-
dimensional with a wing rotation at the wing root. In

addition, studies of neuromuscular control indicate
that flies can actively modulate stroke deviation by
altering the activity of steeringmuscles [26, 27]. While
normal hovering with a nearly flat plane strokes are
observed [2], flies often exhibit U-shaped [24, 28] or
figure-of-eightmotions [4, 7].

In this study, we assume a normal hovering
motion, neglecting any stroke deviation angles. For
our purpose, it is sufficient to address only the chord-
wise flexibility and represent the flexible wing as a
homogeneous elastic flat plate [17, 21], with the
plunge motion imposed at the leading-edge (LE) to
represent the LE vein [29]. While three-dimensional
effects, such as spanwise flow that seem to stabilize the
LEVs [30] or LEV-tip–vortex interaction [31] are
noticeable in general, the chordwise flexibility is essen-
tial and warrants this independent study [32]. Fur-
thermore, at Re=O(102), the effects of spanwise flow
on the overall aerodynamics are less important than at
higher Reynolds numbers [30, 33]. Also, the char-
acteristics of the LEVs in two-dimensions for plunging
motions are representative of three-dimensional flap-
ping wings as long as the stroke-to-chord ratio is
within the range of typical insects, i.e. around 4 to 5
[34–36], whichwe consider in this study.

We impose a first-order harmonic plunge motion
h as a function of time t (figure 1(B)) with amplitude
ha and frequency f on the LE of thewing as

π=h t h ft( ) cos(2 ). (1)a

In hover flight, there is no incoming freestream
and we use the maximum translational velocity U of
the flat plate at the LE as the reference velocity, such
that U= 2πfha [22, 25, 37]. The reduced frequency k
for hover flight is then a dimensionless plunge ampli-
tude: k= πfc/U= c/(2ha). The Strouhal number
becomes a constant: St∼ fha/U= 1/(2π).

Figure 1.Wing schematics and design space. (A) Front view of thewingwhere red solid lines indicate two-dimensional wing cross
section. (B) Schematic of the wingmotionwith amplitude ha.Wing deformation leads to a passive pitch angle α. The angles at themid
and end strokes areαm andαe respectively. The directions of lift and drag are normal and parallel to the imposed plungemotion,
respectively. Leading-edge of thewing is representedwith a red dot [22]. (C)Considered design space in terms of the effective stiffness
Π1 and reduced frequency k. The contours represent the frequency ratio f/f1. The dots indicate locations of test points, see also table 1.
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We consider a dimensionless flow field. The flow is
initiated by the hovering motion, equation (1). The
flow field is governed by the unsteady Navier–Stokes
equationswith constant density ρf and viscosity μ,
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for the velocityu, pressure p, and time t. The superscript
(*) indicates dimensionless variables. The dimensional
variables are non-dimensionalized with a reference
velocity U, inverse of the motion frequency 1/f, and
chord c, respectively at a chord Reynolds number of
Re=100which is in the regimeof a fruitfly [4].

We consider a two-dimensional, elastic wing
structure with uniform thickness hs and density ρs and
Young’s modulus E. The thickness ratio of hs* = hs/
c= 1.5 × 10−3 is considered, motivated by a fruit fly
wing [38] and a blow fly [7]. Lehmann and Dickinson
[38] report a dimensionless wing thickness of
0.54 × 10−3 based on the wing length, which converts
to 1.7 × 10−3 when normalized by the mean chord.
However this value is deduced from the wing mass,
density, and area. On the other hand, Lehmann et al
[7] measured the non-uniform thickness distribution
of a blow fly wing. Although a blow fly is larger in size
than a fruit fly, we assumed that the thickness ratio hs
was similar. They report a substantially varying thick-
ness of hs = 42.8 × 10−6 m at the root and
hs = 3.0 × 10−6 m at the tip. For the median thickness
4.52 × 10−6 m with a mean chord length of
3.01 × 10−3 m, the thickness ratio is hs = 1.5 × 10−3,
which is similar to the value by Lehmann and Dick-
inson [38]. The plate is modeled as a Euler–Bernoulli
beam with 51 nodes equally distributed over the plate
with flat edges [22]. As the flat plate follows the
imposed horizontal motion, equation (1), at the LE,
the resulting fluid dynamic force dynamically balances
with the wing inertia and the elastic bending forces,
modeled locally as a linear Euler–Bernoulli beam as

Π Π Δ∂
∂

+ =v

t
v F

*

*
* * *, (3)0

2

2 1
2

where v is the displacement due to bending motion,
Π0 = ρ*hs*(k/π)

2 is the effective inertia, the inertia
of the wing normalized by the fluid dynamic
variables [17], hs* = hs/c is the thickness ratio,
Π1 = Ehs*/(12ρfU

2) is the effective stiffness, the wing

stiffness normalized by the fluid dynamic variables
[16], and F is the distributed transverse fluid force per
unit length on the wing, such that F* = F/(ρf U

2).
The resulting wing camber deformations w= v-h
can also be regarded as a pitch rotation α(t*),
the angle between the TE and LE (figure 1(B)).

The density ratio of a fruit fly wing and air is
approximately ρ* = 1.0 × 103 [17]. The remaining
dimensionless parameters, i.e. the frequency ratio f/f1
and the reduced frequency k, are varied by changing
the Young’s modulus E and the plunge amplitude ha,
respectively to probe their influence on the resulting
aerodynamics and the structural deformations. Fre-
quency ratio, f/f1, is obtained by normalizing the flap-
ping frequency, f, with the first natural frequency of
the wing in chordwise direction, f1. The range selec-
tion of ha is motivated by the plunge amplitudes
observed in biological fliers [15, 35]. It is reported in
the literature that the natural fliers operate at a sub
natural frequency range: f/f1⩽ 0.8 [18] and in this
study, we adjust the Young’s modulus, such that the
frequency ratio is at a similar range: 0.04⩽ f/f1⩽ 0.7.
Table 1 summarizes the involved dimensionless para-
meters and their range. For a consistent comparison
against the aeroelastic response at water tunnel scale
ρ* = 7.8 [17], we also use the effective stiffness Π1

instead of f/f1 which can be uniquely expressed in
terms of k and f/f1, to represent the design space, as
shown infigure 1(C).

The structural response can be converted in a pas-
sive pitch angle by measuring the TE displacement
relative to the LE [22]. Passive pitch angle acts as an
effective angle of attack, measured in terms of the
angular amplitude αa and the phase lag φ. Analysis of
the time history of the wing deformations from the
high-fidelity solution [22] shows that the angle of
attack due to passive pitch can be approximated by a
first-order harmonic as

α α π φ= ° − +t90 cos(2 * ). (4)aFH

The departure from the first-order sinusoidal
motion increases with increasing wing deformations.
Here, we determine the wing deformations at the TE
of the wing at the middle and the end of the strokes,
wm=w*(0.25) and we=w*(0.5), where again w= v–h
is the wing deformation relative to the imposed plunge
motion h at the LE. The relative wing deformations are
converted to passive pitch angles α as αm= arctan(wm)

Table 1.Dimensionless parameter range considered in this study.

Non-dimensional parameters Parameter Design variable

Reynolds number,Re 1.0 × 102

Density ratio, ρ* 1.0 × 103

Thickness ratio, hs* 1.5 × 10−3

Reduced frequency, k 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0

Frequency ratio, f/f1 20 uniformly spaced values between 0.04 and 0.7

(Motion amplitude, ha) (5.0, 2.5, 1.67, 1.25, 0.67, 0.5, 0.33, 0.25, 0.2 and 0.17)

(Young’smodulus, E) (5.87 × 108–1.17 × 1013)
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and αe= arctan(we). Based on these two angles, a first-
order harmonic approximation can be constructed for
the passive pitch, equation (4), by solving for the phase
lag φ and the angular amplitude αa with
αFH(0.25) = αm andαFH(0.5) = αe [22].

Parameters of interest for the aerodynamic perfor-
mance are also expressed in dimensionless quantities.
The lift and drag coefficients are defined as

ρ ρ
= =C

L

U c
C

D

U c
1

2

,
1

2

, (5)L

f

D

f
2 2

where L and D are the lift and drag per unit span
(figure 1(B)). Lift is required to stay aloft in air, while
drag is responsible for a part of the power consump-
tion. We use an over-bar notation to indicate time-
averaging, which are defined as

∫=
+

C
f

C t
4

d , (6)L
m f

m f

L
/

( 4) /

for example for the lift coefficient C .L The resulting
forces in this study are not exactly periodic in time and
to have a representative value for the time averaged
force and to avoid initial transient effects, we choose
for m= 6. The time averaged values are averaged over
four motion cycles. For a more comprehensive treat-
ment of the dimensional analysis and non-dimensio-
nalization, we refer to [17].

Tomeasure the cost of performance, we define the
time-averaged power input as

∫= ̇+
C

f
C t h t t

4
( ) ( )d , (7)P

m f

m f

D
/

( 4) /

where ̇h is the plunge velocity of the wing, measured at
the LE of the wing. The time-averaged power input is
also called the mean profile power [28]. The dimen-
sionless parameter CP is a better representation of the
cost of performance than C .TheD reason is that the
time history of drag is almost symmetric through the
two half-strokes in onemotion cycle. Regardless of the
maximum value of CD within a motion cycle, CD

would become zero if CD was purely symmetric. Also,
within the range of Reynolds numbers relevant for
fruit flies, the total mechanical power required to flap
the wings is dominated by the time-averaged power
input, which is the cost to overcome drag on the
flappingwings [38].

The ratio between the time-averaged lift coeffi-
cient and the time-averaged power input gives ametric
for the propulsive efficiency, whichwe call efficiency η.
The efficiency η is defined as

η =
C

C
. (8)L

P

For a dynamically-scaled, rigid, fruit fly wing, the
efficiency varied extensively, evenwithin subregions of
the parameter maps in which the values of lift are high
enough to supportflight [28].While, this ratio is called
the propulsive efficiency, the resulting value can be

higher than 1. For the rigid, fruitflywing, the efficiency
varied between−4 and 4 [28].

2.2. Numericalmodels
We use an in-house, unstructured, pressure-based
finite volume solver to solve for equation (2) that
governs the motion of the fluid [39, 40]. The solver
satisfies the geometric conservation law [41]. We
impose a zero velocity incompressible inlet at the outer
boundary of the computational domain. No-slip
condition is imposed on the wing surface. The time
step and grid sensitivity tests as well as the details of the
computational setup are shown in our previous
work [22].

We solve equation (3) using a finite element repre-
sentation of an Euler–Bernoulli beam model. The
wing is modeled by a flat plate with 51 equally dis-
tributed nodes. Degrees of freedom are the transverse
displacement and bending. For qualitative investiga-
tion of the flexible flapping wing aeroelasticity a linear
Euler–Bernoulli beam model was shown to be suffi-
cient for a chordwise flexible airfoil [17]. Radial basis
function interpolation is used to deform the
mesh [42].

The governing equations (2) and (3) for the fluid
and structure, respectively, are solved independently.
The fluid-structure interaction coupling is a time-
domain partitioned process. At each time step the fluid
and structural solutions are iterated until sufficient
convergence is reached for the displacement of the
flexible wing within an inner-iteration before advan-
cing to the next time step. Details of the fluid-structure
interaction and careful validation studies against well-
documented experimental results are shown in our
previouswork [17, 43–45].

3. Results

3.1. Aerodynamic performance at fruitfly scale
The variation of aerodynamic performance with
frequency ratio f/f1 at varying reduced frequency k is
presented in figures 2(A)–(C). We consider a fre-
quency ratio range f/f1⩽ 0.7 and reduced frequency of
0.1⩽ k⩽ 3.0 as shown in table 1. The maximum and
minimum values of k corresponds to a minimum and
maximumplunge amplitudes of ha = 0.17 and ha = 5.0,
respectively.

The time-averaged lift coefficient CL is an impor-
tant performance metric for hovering flight as a flier
needs to generate sufficient lift to sustain its weight.
Figure 2(A) illustrates that the flexible wing can gen-
erate a CL between 0 and 3.3 for the considered para-
meters. For fixed value of reduced frequency k, we
observe an increase in lift CL as frequency ratio f/f1
increases. At small f/f1, the wing is almost rigid and
flaps in a vertical orientation. Therefore hardly any lift
is produced at very small f/f1. As f/f1 increases, wing
deformation at TE relative to LE increases. As
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discussed by Kang and Shyy [22], the passive pitch acts
as an effective angle of attack and directly affects the
lift. Larger wing deformations correlate to higher pas-
sive pitch angles, and, hence, higher angles of attack
and lift. Maximum lift and the frequency ratio at
which lift becomes maximum increase with k. Highest
lift among the considered motions is 3.3, obtained for
motionwith k= 3.0 and f/f1⩽ 0.7.

Figure 2(B) shows the time-averaged power input,

CP as a function of f/f1 and k for the same data points as
for C .L Time-averaged power input varies con-
siderably between 1.0 and 12.5.Magnitude of k increa-
ses with increase in k and f/f1, similar to C .L However,
the variation of CP is almost nil for f/f1⩽ 0.3, indicat-
ing that CP correlatesmore strongly to k than to f/f1 for
lower f/f1. In fact, for the motions considered, none of
the CP curves in figure 2(B) that connect CP at con-
stant k intersected each other except at one point
(k= 0.75, f/f1 = 0.1) for an almost rigidwing case. Con-
sequently, increasing k at fixed f/f1 always introduced
higher C .P For f/f1 > 0.3, CP increases substantially
and this increase ismore pronounced for higher k.

The propulsive efficiency, which is the ratio of CL

and CP is depicted in figure 2(C). Because the increase
of CL with k is more pronounced than for CP for lower
k, the propulsive efficiency η increasesmore steeply for
lower values of k. While k= 3.0, f/f1 = 0.7 produces the
highest lift of =C 3.3,L CP was also the highest at 12.5
resulting in a propulsive efficiency of η= 0.26. On the
other hand, when k= 0.3 and f/f1 = 0.35, time-aver-
aged lift coefficient was =C 1.0,L which is moderate.
However, CP is significantly lower, =C 1.8.P As a
result, the efficiency is the highest among the con-
sideredmotions η= 0.6. The wing structures and kine-
matics that correspond to the highest lift do not result
in the optimal efficiency mode, which is consistent
with the analysis reported in the literature [17, 18] that
optimal flapping efficiency is achieved at a frequency
ratio that is lower than the frequency ratio of max-
imum lift.

3.2. Structural response at fruitfly scale
Figures 2(D) and (E) shows the structural response of
aflexible wing in hover at the fruit fly scale. The passive

Figure 2.Aerodynamic and structural response at fruitfly scale: variation of (A) time-averaged lift (B) time-averaged power input,
and (C) efficiency. Structural response at fruit fly scale (D)mid-stroke angle and (E) end-stroke angle. Seefigure 1(B) for a pictorial
representation of angles.
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pitch at the middle αm and at the end of the stroke αe
are shown for the same values of k and f/f1. A rigidwing
produces a constant angle of attack of 90º, correspond-
ing to a vertical orientation. Wing deformations and
passive pitch changes the mid-stroke angle of attack to
αm< 90º and the end-stroke angle of attack αe> 90º.

In general, larger wing deformations are obtained
for lower reduced frequencies k and higher frequency
ratios f/f1 (figures 2(D) and (E)). This behavior can be
explained with the help of the shape deformation fac-
tor γ [17, 22], which relates wing deformation at TE
relative to the LE as

γ
Π π

ρ=
−

+{ }{ }( )
Stk

f f
h

/ 1
1

4
* * . (9)s

0 1

2

For hovering motion, St is constant. Also, since in this
study both the density ratio ρ* and thickness ratio hs*
are assumed to be constants, γ simplifies to

γ
−{ }( )k f f

~
1

/ 1
, (10)

1

2

which shows that the wing deformation, measured by
γ, is inversely proportional to k, consistent with
figures 2(D) and (E). Moreover, increasing frequency
ratio f/f1 results in a higher γ, and larger deformations.

At fruit fly scale, we observe that the end-stroke
angle is αe> 90º for all motions as shown in
figure 2(E). When αe> 90º, the wing orientation is
such that the passive pitch rotation advances the
imposed plunge motion. Such advanced rotational
mode suggests that the phase lag is φ> 90º, which will
be discussed in section 4.1.

4.Discussion

4.1. Fruitfly versuswater tunnel scales
To explore the effects of the density ratio on the fluid-
structure interaction of hovering wings, we compared
the current results at the fruit fly scale, i.e.
ρ* = 1.0 × 103 and hs* = 1.5 × 10−3, with the aerody-
namic performance at ρ* = 7.8, at the water tunnel
scale and a thickness ratio of hs* = 2.0 × 10−2 [22].

Contours of C ,L C ,P and η at the fruit fly scale
(ρ* = 1.0 × 103; hs* = 1.5 × 10−3) is shown in figure 3.
Also shown in the bottom row are contours with
ρ* = 7.8 and hs* = 2.0 × 10−2 corresponding to the
water tunnel scale. The contours are generated with k
along vertical axis and effective stiffness ratioΠ1 along
horizontal axis. The effective stiffness is inversely pro-
portional to f/f1 ∼ k/Π1

1/2, which is also evident from
figure 1(C).

The qualitative trend observed in figure 3(A) is
also reflected in the design space in figure 1(C). Max-
imum CL is concentrated near the highest k and it
drops with decrease in k and Π1. Power consumed is
also largest near the location of maximum C .L More-
over, the optimal efficiency is found near the lower left
of the contourwhere both k andΠ1 are the lowest.

At water tunnel scale, (figures 3(D)–(F)), the qua-
litative trend is similar to the fruit fly scale that the
maximum CL and CP overlap, while the optimal η is
achieved at a lower k and f/f1. For the most efficient
motion =C 1.5,L =C 2.2,P and η= 0.66. However,
the location of the extrema for CL and CP at water tun-
nel scale is at a much lower f/f1 (f/f1 = 0.34; k= 2.0)
than for at the fruit fly scale (f/f1 = 0.7; k= 3.0). The
optimal η was obtained at k= 0.3, f/f1 = 0.35 for the

Figure 3.Contours of (A,D) time-averaged lift C ,L (B, E) time-averaged power input C ,P (C, F) efficiency η for the fruitfly scale: ρ* =
1.0 × 103 and = 1.5 × 10−3 (top row) andwater tunnel scale: ρ* = 7.8 and = 2.0 × 10−2 (bottom row) respectively [22].
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fruit fly scale, while η was maximal at k= 0.6 and
f/f1 = 0.24 at water tunnel scale. The parameters, cor-
responding to the highest lift and efficiency motions
for both scales, are summarized in table 2.

Similar to the midstroke angle αm, the angular
amplitude αa obtained from equation (4) increases
with k and f/f1 and varies between 58º and 90º as shown
in figure 4. For the lowest reduced frequency k= 0.1,
αa of 27º is reached at a frequency ratio of f/f1 = 0.14.
However, for k= 1, the same αa is achieved at f/f1 = 0.5,
suggesting that as k increases, the rate of increase of αa
reduces with f/f1.

At water tunnel scale, the correlation between the
angular amplitude αa and the frequency ratio f/f1 is
much smaller [22] as shown in figure 4(C). The max-
imum amplitude for both scales is around 40º as
shown infigures 4(A) and (C).

The phase lag φ varies between 90º and 101º at the
fruit fly scale. The phase lag is the lag of the passive
pitch relative to the imposed plunge motion h. The

passive pitch angle at the end of the stroke αe
(figure 2(E)) suggests that phase lag is advanced, i.e.
φ> 90º, for all motions. A rotational mode is often
classified as an advanced rotation (φ> 90º), symmetric
(φ≈ 90º) or delayed (φ< 90º) depending on the phase
lag φ. The phase lag φ is the lag of the passive pitch
relative to the imposed plunge motion h and is depic-
ted in figure 4(B). Rigid wing studies [4, 25] indicate
that the timing between translation and rotation of the
wing can be critical to lift generation. For example,
tethered flying Drosophila actively controls left/right
wing rotation timing to initiate yaw turns [46]. Specifi-
cally, when the wing is in advanced rotational mode,
i.e. the wing rotates before it reaches the end-of-the-
stroke, the highest lift coefficients are obtained due to
the coupling between the translational velocity and the
rotational velocity [4, 25], called the rotational com-
ponent of lift [4]. At water tunnel scale, the phase lag
scaled with f/f1, covering all three rotational modes in
the sub-resonance regions, as shown infigure 4(D).

Table 2.Performancemetric at the highest lift and optimal efficiencymotions for the fruit
fly andwater tunnel scales.

Scale k f/f1 CL CP η

Fruitfly 3.0 0.70 3.30 12.70 0.27

Highest lift Water tunnel 2.0 0.34 1.78 5.19 0.34

Fruitfly 0.3 0.35 1.00 1.80 0.60

Optimal efficiency Water tunnel 0.6 0.24 1.45 2.18 0.66

Figure 4.Contours of (A) angular amplitude αa and (B) phase lagφ at fruitfly scale; (C) angular amplitude αa (D) phase lagφ for water
tunnel scale [22].
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However, we only observe the advanced rotation
mode, i.e. φ> 90º in the design space at the fruit fly
scale. For k between 0.2 and 0.4, φ reaches a peak and
drops slightly. The observed difference in the phase lag
at both scales may be related to how aerodynamic
damping affects the fluid-structure interaction. An
analysis on the contribution of acceleration-related
and aerodynamic damping to the wing deformations
showed that acceleration effects dominate at the end of
the stroke. Acceleration related forces include the
addedmass and inertial force. Atmidstroke, where the
wing velocity is the highest, the contribution from
aerodynamic forces dominates. At fruit fly scales
where the aerodynamic forces are proportional to the
air density, aerodynamic forces are not strong enough
to counteract the wing deformation due to the inertial
force at the end stroke which, is a plausible explana-
tion for observing only advanced rotation modes.
Since water density is of similar magnitude as wing
density, aerodynamic damping can offset the accelera-
tion-related forces at stroke-ends, resulting in sym-
metric or even delayed rotations at water tunnel scale.
The inertial cause of passive wing rotation has been
discussed before [11, 47] and also shown in this study
for an elastic wing at fruit fly scale. However, many
insects showcase symmetric [7, 24, 37] or delayed
rotations [12]. A plausible cause for this discrepancy
may be ascribed to the stroke deviation, which results
in figure-of-eight [7] or U-pattern [24] kinematics
and absence of active wing rotation at the wing root.
Aeroelastic investigation of the effects of stroke devia-
tion and active wing rotation is on-going and will be
reported in the future.

Despite the differences in the structural response,
the resulting lift coefficient scales with γ as shown in

figure 5(A), where normalized C *,L defined as

ρ
=

−{ }( )
C

C

h k f f* * / 1
, (11)L

L

s

*

1

2

relative to γ [22]. The strong correlation between the
lift coefficient at both fruit fly and water tunnel scales

and the γ scaling in figure 5(A) suggests that the scaling
in equation (11) holds under change of the density and
thickness ratios. The striking difference in φ, but a
similar aerodynamic performance, may also suggest
that the role of the rotational component of lift is not
as important as for a rigid wing with active rotation
[45]. Rotational force is weaker for a flexible wing as
the pressure gradient due to the wing rotation partly
becomes balanced by the elastic wing deforma-
tions [1].

It is also interesting to point out that the amplitude
αa in figures 4(A) and (C) resembles the propulsive
efficiency in figures 3(C) and (F). A strong correlation
between the two parameters is indeed evident as
shown in figure 5(B), which shows the efficiency η as a
function of the angular amplitude αa. The physical
reason behind the strong correlation will be investi-
gated further in the future.

4.2.Highest lift and optimal efficiencymotions
Figure 2 indicates that the highest lift of =C 3.3L is
obtained when k= 3.0 and f/f1 = 0.7 at the fruit fly
scale. Optimal efficiency of η= 0.6 is achieved with
k= 0.3 and f/f1 = 0.35. To explore the interaction
between the flexible wing and the surrounding fluid,
we plot the vorticity field, time history of lift, and the
wing shapes for these two motions in figures 6 and 7,
respectively. Results for the highest lift and optimal
efficiency motions at the water tunnel scale [22] are
also included for reference.

Figure 6(A) shows the vorticity contours for the
maximum lift motion for a backward stroke at the
fruit fly scale. Vorticity (∇× v)·e3 is non-dimensiona-
lized by U/c. Positive vorticity corresponds to a coun-
ter-clockwise rotation, while negative values represent
clockwise rotating fluid elements. The stroke starts at
the right at t* = 0.0 and ends at the left at t* = 0.5.
Through the stroke, a small-sized, clockwise rotating
LEV is seen. The subscript in the vorticity contours
refer to the current cycle: 1, previous stroke: 0, and two
strokes ago: −1. For example, LEV0 indicates a LEV
that is generated in the previous stroke. As the wing

Figure 5. (A) Scaling of the normalized lift coefficient by γ. (B) Correlation between efficiency η and angular amplitude αa at fruitfly
andwater tunnel scale. Current results (+) at fruit fly scale is plotted alongwith results for the water tunnel scale (ο) [22].
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Figure 6.Vorticity contours for the (A) highest liftmotion at (top) fruit fly and (bottom)water tunnel [22] scales and (B) optimal
efficiencymotion. Backward stroke of the wing begins at the right of thefigure andmoves to the left atfive snapshots in time. Key
vortex features are illustrated for (C) highest lift and (D) optimal efficiencymotions at both scales. Vortices indicated by dashed lines
have smaller vorticitymagnitudes than thosewith solid lines.

Figure 7.Resulting wing displacements and aerodynamic forces for (A, C) highest lift and (B,D) optimal efficiencymotions. (A, B)
Eight snapshots of thewing shapes during a backward stroke at equal time intervals at (A) at water tunnel [22] and (B) fruit fly scales.
Time history of lift coefficient for (C) highest lift and (D) optimal efficiencymotions for (−) fruit fly and (−) water tunnel [22] scales.
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moves towards the mid-stroke, a trailing edge vortex
(TEV) formed during the previous cycle, TEV0 con-
vects away from the wing and is replaced by a clock-
wise vortex, TEV1. While a large LEV structure is
associated with high lift for flapping wings, the highest
lift is obtained for a flexible wing motion without a
pronounced presence of a LEV. A possible explanation
for the high lift is the relatively higher motion fre-
quency, corresponding to k= 3.0: higher motion fre-
quency results in a higher acceleration-reaction force
[17, 37]. The wing shapes are clustered together as
shown in figure 7(A), which is a reflection of a higher
k, or lower plunge amplitude of 2ha≈ 0.33, compared
to the optimal efficiencymotions.

The vortical evolution for the highest lift motion at
the water tunnel scale is shown in the bottom row of
figure 6(A). The maximum vorticity value measured
in the LEVs were ω* = 17.6 for the water tunnel scale
while ω* = 37.4 for the fruit fly scale. As shown in
figure 7(A), the wing deforms differently at both
scales. However, while the detailed wing shapes are
different, the overall vortex topology is similar. Vor-
tical structures are more pronounced at the TE, rather
than at the LE. The representative vortical structure is
schematized infigure 6(C).

Figure 6(B) shows the vorticity contours for the
optimal efficiency motion with k= 0.3 and f/f1 = 0.35
at the fruit fly scale. The corresponding lift, power
input, and efficiencywere 1.0, 1.8, and 0.6 respectively.
A well-defined vortex LEV0 is observed at the LE of the
flat plate at the beginning of the backward stroke.
LEV0 is generated during the previous cycle. As the
wing translates to the middle of the stroke, the wing
interacts with LEV0. Such wing–wake interaction can
have a positive effect on the lift, depending on the
wake and wing orientation. Wake-capture can
enhance unsteady lift, as discussed frequently in the
literature [4, 22, 25]. A similar vortical evolution is
observed at the water tunnel scale in the bottom row of
figure 6(B) for the optimal efficiency motion, suggest-
ing that such wing interaction with a well-defined LEV
may enhance lift without suffering too much on the
power consumption. In the meantime, a new LEV1 in
the clockwise direction is generated, which reaches its
maximum vorticity at around the mid-stroke and
eventually sheds away from the wing. At the TE, a
smaller vortex forms at t* = 0.0. The TEV is less pro-
nounced than for themaximum liftmotion.

Again, the vortical dynamics at the water tunnel
scales show a similar structure with a pronounced LEV
and its interaction with the wing. A schematic illustra-
tion of the vortical structure is shown in figure 6(D).
The maximum vorticity values in the LEV were
ω* = 4.5 for the fruit fly scale and ω* = 8.63 for the
water tunnel scale.

The time history of lift coefficient CL is depicted in
figures 7(C) and (D). For the water tunnel scales, the
lift peaks are seen near the mid-strokes, i.e. t* = 0.25
and 0.75 for the highest lift motion. The difference in

the magnitudes of lift peaks in the highest lift motions
at both scales may be due to the maximum value that
we have considered for k= 3.0 at fruit fly scale and 2.0
at water tunnel scale. The dual peak mode that is often
obtained in the time histories of lift in hover flight,
accounting for a wake-capture and a delayed stall peak
[4, 22, 25] is not observed for these motions. Further-
more, for the optimal efficiency motion (figure 7(D))
at fruit fly scale, the peak lift in the first half of the cycle
is nearly double than that in the second half cycle. Such
asymmetry is often observed [25] even in case of rigid
wings, depending on starting position and direction of
the wingmotion: the difference in the peakmagnitude
may be due to the different wing–wake interactions in
backward and forward strokes. Since all simulations
start at the beginning of a backstroke, the flow field
upstream is clear of any vortical structures during the
first backward stroke. However, in the subsequent for-
ward stroke, the wing interacts with the wake from the
previous stroke. The lift characteristics at both scales
are strikingly similar for the optimal efficiency
motions (figure 7(D)), which will be discussed further
in section 4.3.

4.3. Comparison to experimental observations of
hovering fruitflies
Flappingmotion of a fruitfly (Drosophila) is character-
ized by a large-amplitude, low-frequency stroke [37].
For a rigid, dynamically-scaled robot, such motion is
more aerodynamically efficient than a short-ampli-
tude, high-frequency motion of a honeybee [28, 37].
An ecological explanation is that bees consume floral
nectar, providing a high-energy source to carry much
heavier loads [37]. These studies were based on
measured wing kinematics of hovering fruit flies and
bees. Based on the observed kinematics, quasi-steady
models and dynamically scaled rigid wings immersed
inmineral oil were used to estimate the time history of
lift [24].

Figure 8(A) shows a comparison of the reported
lift on a dynamically scaled, rigid fruit fly wing [24]
and the resulting lift for the optimal efficiency motion
from the current study (section 4.2). Despite the dif-
ference that in the experiments the wing was three-
dimensional and rigid with active rotations, while it is
two-dimensional and purely passive in this study,
overall time history of lift agree qualitatively. The tim-
ing of the lift peaks agrees well with the experimental
data. Lift coefficient from a three dimensional, rigid
wing computations [48] are included, which is lower
than the experimental and flexible wing results.

Moreover, figure 8(B) shows the comparison of
the passive pitch angle from the current aeroelastic
computation with the observed fruit fly kinematics
[24]. Similar to lift, the overall trend is strikingly simi-
lar with two main differences. First, the experimental
amplitude of rotation is higher. Second, computa-
tional results show advanced rotation at the start of the
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stroke as shown in figure 8(B), whereas the experi-
mental observation shows a slight delay. These differ-
ences may be attributed to the simplifying
approximations in the current computational setup:
two-dimensional plunging versus three-dimensional
flapping; normal hovering versus amotionwith stroke
deviations; uniform stiffness and thickness distribu-
tion of the wing versus anisotropic, non-uniform
thickness distribution of the wing between root and
tip: e.g. wing thickness was measured to be
hs = 42.8 × 10−6 m at the root and hs = 3.0 × 10−6 m at
the tip for a blowflywing [7].

The reduced frequency and the frequency ratio
for the optimal efficiency motion are k= 0.3 and
f/f1 = 0.35. The aforementioned fruit fly parameters
with mean wing tip velocity correspond to a reduced
frequency of k= 0.2, which is close to the optimal
efficiency motion. A two-dimensional approximation
of the stroke at the wing tip results in a plunge
amplitude of ha≈ΦR/2 = 0.076 where the flapping
angle Φ is in radians. If maximum wing tip velocity
is taken as a reference in line with the current
study, the corresponding reduced frequency becomes
k= cm/(2ha)≈ 0.15 which is also comparable to the
reduced frequency at optimal efficiency motion. We
are unable to find the flexural chordwise stiffness of a
fruit fly wing, but for dragonflies the operating fre-
quency ratio is f/f1∈ [0.16, 0.46] [49, 50]. The qualita-
tive agreement suggests that the structural properties
and kinematics of the fruit fly wing may be optimized
for an efficient passive wing rotation for an optimal
flight.

5. Concluding remarks

Aerodynamic performance and structural response
are investigated for a hovering flexible wing at fruit fly
scale. The dependence of lift C ,L power input C ,P and
propulsive efficiency η on the reduced frequency k and
the frequency ratio f/f1 is explored. Reduced frequency

is inversely proportional to the plunge amplitude of
the wing motion. Considered Reynolds number of
Re= 100, density ratio of ρ* = 1.0 × 103, thickness ratio
of hs* = 1.5 × 10−3 are relevant to a fruit fly flight. The
ranges of the reduced frequency and frequency ratio
are also motivated by the fruit fly flight and were
0.1 < k< 3.0 and 0.04 < f/f1 < 0.7, respectively. A sinu-
soidal plunge motion is imposed at the LE of the wing.
The resulting wing rotation is purely passive, due to a
dynamic balance between wing inertia, elastic restor-
ing force, and aerodynamic force. A well-validated,
high-fidelity, fully-coupled framework of Navier–
Stokes equation solver and a linear Euler–Bernoulli
beam solver is used.

Current study reveals that:

• Both time-averaged lift CL and power input CP

increased with an increase in f/f1 and k. The
correlation of CP to k is stronger than that of CL.

• The highest lift within the range of the current
study is =C 3.3,L achieved at k= 3.0 and f/f1 = 0.7.
However,maximumpower is required for this low-
amplitude, high-frequency motion. As a result, the
propulsive efficiency η is relatively lower at η= 0.27.

• Optimal efficiency of η= 0.6 is obtained at k= 0.3
and f/f1 = 0.3. The corresponding lift and power
input coefficients are =C 1.0L and =C 1.8,P

respectively.

• The lift coefficient for the optimal efficiencymotion
is =C 1.0,L which is sufficient for a fruit fly to
sustain its weight. The corresponding reduced
frequency of k= 0.3 is close to the previously
reported value of k= 0.2 of a hovering fruit fly. The
resulting passive pitch time history qualitatively
agrees with the measured wing kinematics of fruit
flies. These results suggest that fruit fly flight aims
to conserve energy, rather than to generate large
forces.

Figure 8.Comparison of time history of (A) lift and (B) pitching angle for themost efficientmotion at (−) fruit fly scale with (−)
experimental data [24], (−) three dimensional rigidwing computational data for fruitfly [48], (--) water tunnel scale [22]. The band
around the experimental curve in (A) indicates the upper and the lower bounds.
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Comparison of the current results at fruit fly scale
against the previously reported results at the water
tunnel scale [22] shows the following findings:

• Aerodynamic characteristics are similar in both
scales. The motion with the highest lift also
required the highest power input. At both scales,
the vortical evolution is characterized by more
pronounced activities near the TE than at the LE for
the highest lift motions. The most efficient motion
is found at a lower k and f/f1 in both scales. The
vortical evolutions for the optimal propulsive
efficiency motions are characterized by a large LEV
and its interaction with the wing, suggesting wake
capture for enhanced lift without taking too much
toll on the power consumption.

• The structural response is different. At the fruit fly
scale, all considered motions resulted in advanced
rotation, while the phase lag φ exhibited advanced,
symmetric, and delayed rotations, depending on
f/f1 for thewater tunnel scale.

• The lift coefficient for both fruit fly and water
tunnel scales could be scaled with the shape
deformation parameter γ, despite their differences
in the structural response.
This study reveals interesting questions, which will
be considered and reported in the future:

• Explanation of the strong correlation between the
propulsive efficiency and the angular amplitude
(figure 5(B)), which has an important application
tomicro roboticflyer design.

• Experimental observation of insect wing kine-
matics indicates that the rotation is symmetric or
delayed. However, rigid wing studies with active
rotation suggest increased force generation for
advanced rotational modes [4]. This discrepancy
will be explained by considering a more realistic
wing kinematics with figure-of-eight or U-pat-
ternedmotionswith flexible wings.

• Assessment of the effects of the Reynolds number.
For example, honey bees operate at Re=O(103)
and the hypothesis that the optimal efficiency
motion at Re=O(103) corresponds to the para-
meters of honey beeswill be tested.

A real fruit fly wing is highly anisotropic, complex,
and three-dimensional with a wing rotation at the
wing root. Moreover, we assumed a normal hovering
motion, while fruit flies exhibit U-shaped trajectories
or figure-of-eight motions. A caution should be made
when extrapolating the current results to insect flight.
Nevertheless, the involved simplifying assumptions to
the considered chordwise flexible, two-dimensional
motion have been widely discussed and justified in the
literature. Such an abstracted configuration enables an
analysis of the important, first-order mechanism that

enables flight at lowReynolds number. The results dis-
cussed in this paper may help our understanding of
this intriguing, yet complex, multi-disciplinary flight
of insects and development and design of bio-inspired
micro robotic flyers.
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